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ABOUT GIS TAIWAN
COMMUNICATE, COLLABORATE, AND CREATE.
Global Initiatives Symposium Taiwan (GIS Taiwan) is an international student forum
instructed by National Taiwan University and organized by students. Each year, we hold a
conference where we recruit student delegates all over the world to inspire comprehensive
discussions about international issues of various topics. The goal of the symposium is to
devise action plans to advance the global community and promote local development.
We assemble scholars from different fields, leaders from business enterprises, and
professionals from industries to create an exceptional forum and enlighten student
delegates by enabling cultural and intellectual exchange.
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INVENT,
INNOVATE,
INSPIRE
GIS aims to cultivate an interdisciplinary and cross-generation environment
for young adults worldwide, providing a platform where impactful ideas and
creativity can be shared. It has been our pleasure to have had distinguished
speakers to provide their unique perspectives and knowledge.

We are also honored to have established close partnerships with significant
organizations globally. GIS believes that through such global cooperation,
we truly create an impact to our society, while nurturing future leaders.
We wish to build a diverse and
collaborative
mote
enable

platform,

pro-

diverse

voices,

and

the

integration

academic

knowledge

of
into

practical application.
GIS serves as

the interm-

ediary between brilliant ideas
and the world. With our global
partners, we look forward to
creating impact to change for
a better world.
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WHY A PARTNERSHIP
We appreciate the opportunity to establish a partnership and priceless
connections it creates. By welcoming delegates from different cultural
backgrounds to join our forum and uniting GIS with HKTSA, we believe that
we can develop a more international and diverse discussing environment.

PARTNERSHIP METHODS
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02
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Registration

Social Media

Traditional Ways

Discount
1. Discount on

1. Introductory post on

1. Display partners’ logo or

registration fee via

GIS Taiwan’s Facebook

ads of your choice

group registration.

page.

during break time.

1. Additional discount on

2. Advertising clips shown

registration fee based

on GIS Taiwan’s social

on the number of

media pages.

2. Show posters or
banners of partners.

referrals.
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SPONSORS
Academia / Business / Charity
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PARTNERS

Schools / Symposiums / Student Associations
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TO

CONCLUDE...

GIS Taiwan is dedicated to gathering
young leaders from different fields all
over

the

world

to

discuss

contemporary issues. We provide a
platform for delegates to integrate
academic knowledge into plausible
solutions,

hoping

to

cultivate

participants’ foresight and contribute
to the world.

As mentioned above, we provide basic
partnership examples to choose from
and we are eager to have further
discussion with you. By promoting and
welcoming more participants from
different countries, we firmly believe
that our cooperation will be beneficial
for both of us and lead to a varied
environment that suits our vision.

We look forward to collaborating with
you and establishing a sustainable
partnership between us.
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https://zh-tw.facebocok.com/GISTaiwan

http://gis-taiwan.ntu.edu.tw

delegateaffair@gis-taiwan.ntu.edu.tw

National Taiwan University, No. 1, Sec. 4
Roosevelt Rd., Taipei 10617, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
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